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AUTHENTIC
TRADITIONS
.PSLAB AND UNLISTED COLLECTION
LAUNCH A STUNNING HOTEL IN SYDNEY

O

ne of Lebanon’s great design firms, .PSLAB is a
contemporary design and manufacturing company
that is all about sensory experiences. Famed for
their design and build lighting services, they have
worked the world over and have taken on complex, custom
technical and sculptural lighting projects, often working with
world-renowned designers and architects. Each project is
considered in isolation and the firm, since its founding in Beirut
in 2004, has opened offices in Stuttgart, Dubai, Amsterdam,
Bologna and Singapore. To take the next step in its evolution, the
company recent partnered with Unlisted Collection.
When Loh Lik Peng, founder and owner of Unlisted Collection,
was introduced to a heritage site at the top of Chippendale’s
Kensington Street in Sydney back in 2011, it was both love at first
sight and the beginning of a puzzling project. Fast-forward four
years, and what is set to be Sidney’s finest boutique design hotel
is officially open for business.
Loh Lik Peng’s creation is an umbrella brand founded in 2002
that comprises unique, high quality boutique hotel properties
and restaurants in Singapore, London, Shanghai, and now
Sydney, including seven boutique hotels and twenty restaurants
in these major cosmopolitan cities. These include London’s
Town Hall Hotel, Singapore’s New Majestic Hotel and Shanghai’s
The Waterhouse at South Bund. All their properties are fresh and
unconventional; set within restored heritage listed buildings that
are adapted into cutting edge lifestyle concepts.

www.pslab.net
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The Old Clare Hotel features iconic heritage-listed buildings,
the former Clare Hotel pub and the Carlton and United
Breweries Administration Building, which have been carefully
adjoined by a glass link-way under the engineered expertise of
Tonkin Zulaikha Greer Architects. The result? A distinctive
and unique design-led property constructed with obsessive
attention to aesthetics and a focus on retaining as many
interesting and original features as possible.
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“

EACH PROJECT IS
CONSIDERED IN
ISOLATION AND
THE FIRM, SINCE
ITS FOUNDING IN
BEIRUT IN 2004,
HAS OPENED
OFFICES IN
STUTTGART, DUBAI,
AMSTERDAM,
BOLOGNA AND
SINGAPORE

“
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A total of sixty-two rooms and suites,
of seven distinctive types, feature high
ceilings, large original framed windows,
heritage timber paneling and exposed
walls. Intricate, quirky objects and fixtures
have been hand-selected to furnish
each space.
PSlab’s lighting design intervention was
inspired by the unique nature of the space.
The black lacquered steel “car light” wall
fixtures, and the custom made black
powder coated pendant lights with their
hand-blown glass bulbs on each extremity
hanging by pair or on its own, give the
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rooms and living space an additional
bespoke contemporary touch.
The collaboration between these
two great companies has resulted in
something truly world-class. Authentic
style and architecture joins with
striking contemporary elements where
original features shine through and are
complemented by modern style. With
its handpicked interior pieces, the Hotel
is certainly unique and blends tradition
and modernity. .PSLAB and Unlisted
Collection appear to be going from
strength to strength.

